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As recognized, adventure as well as experience nearly lesson, amusement, as skillfully as covenant can be gotten by just checking out a ebook This Blessed Plot Britain And Europe From Churchill To Blair as well as it is not directly done, you could admit even more in this area this life, in the
region of the world.
We give you this proper as well as easy pretentiousness to get those all. We manage to pay for This Blessed Plot Britain And Europe From Churchill To Blair and numerous books collections from ﬁctions to scientiﬁc research in any way. accompanied by them is this This Blessed Plot Britain And Europe
From Churchill To Blair that can be your partner.

KEY=TO - CAREY SHANIA
This Blessed Plot Britain and Europe from Churchill to Blair Overlook Books A survey of the relationship between Britain and Europe, drawing from recently available material and in-depth interviews, discusses the role of ﬁgures from Churchill to Tony Blair in changing perspectives of this
important and often diﬃcult association. 12,000 ﬁrst printing. Uneasy Allies British-German Relations and European Integration Since 1945 OUP Oxford Throughout the second half of the 20th century, fundamental diﬀerences in values and policy can be discerned in British-German relations.
For historical, political, and economic reasons, the collective memories of both nations have retained very diﬀerent identities and attitudes towards each other and towards the European continent and European integration. Yet, Britain is one of the most signiﬁcant European partners for Germany and
Germany is of great importance for Britains role in Europe. This book focuses on the inﬂuence of European integration on the policies of Britain and Germany towards each other. It considers British-German relations in the context of European integration in their historical dimensions since 1945. Britains
ambiguous policy towards the GDR and Mrs Thatchers opposition to German uniﬁcation are also discussed. In particular, the book focuses on the post-1990 relationship and examines the political, security related, economic and ﬁnancial as well as the social aspects of the dynamic British-German
relations in an ever more interdependent world. The inﬂuence of the US and France on both Germany and Britain and their European policies is therefore considered in detail. This book oﬀers interesting and challenging insights into the evolution of British-German relations within the context of European
integration in the post-Second World War and post-Uniﬁcation era. The book argues that throughout the latter half of the twentieth century Britain and Germany can be characterised as uneasy allies. It is only since the late 1990s Britain and Germany appear to have become genuine partners in the
context of European integration. One of Us Pan Macmillan In this acclaimed political biography, Hugo Young traces Thatcher’s journey from her apprenticeship under Harold Macmillan and her participation in the government of Edward Heath, to her unquestioning destruction of the Conservatism of the
1950s and 1960s and her emergence as a senior stateswoman of the Western world. Drawing on his ﬁrst-hand experience of covering British politics during the 1970s and 80s, Young presents unique insight into Margaret Thatcher’s ﬁnal term and the astonishing story of her fall. Richly detailed, intimate
and with a full assessment of her historical importance, this is the ultimate portrait of Britain’s ﬁrst female Prime Minister and her inﬂuence on British politics.‘Hugo Young’s wonderfully deadpan biography scrutinises our domestic version of a banana-republic supremo. To be read through twice – and
carefully kept for reference’ Norman Lewis, Daily Telegraph ‘Young tells the Thatcher story with fairness and natural elegance, and constructs a rich and subtle portrait’ Peter Jenkins ‘The best book on Mrs Thatcher and the modern Conservative period’ Malcolm Rutherford, Financial Times ‘A remarkable
portrait of the most partisan, embattled prime minister of modern times’ Sunday Times ‘a magniﬁcently authoritative work, a textbook to its epoch . . . In its explanatory power, this book is outstanding: a tour de force of political commentary’ Spectator Britain and Europe A Political History Since
1918 Routledge This textbook provides a comprehensive account of Britain’s uneasy relationship with continental Europe from 1918 to the present day. Unlike other books on the subject, the author considers 'Europe' in its broadest sense and examines a wider history than just Britain's relations with
the European Union (EU). This includes pre-war history and the role of key political institutions outside the EU such as the Council of Europe and the Western European Union. Subjects covered include: how the experience of the inter-war years and the Second World War helped shape attitudes towards
the EU european perspectives on Britain as well as the other way round key theories on European integration the changing nature of Britain's global role issues of sovereignty and legitimacy the role of political parties and the Europeanisation of national government the rise of Euroscepticism in British
politics and how ‘Europe’ has become entwined in the ideological battles of the main political parties. Exploring the political, diplomatic and military relationship between Britain and Europe, this accessible and wide-ranging textbook is essential core reading for students of British and European history
and politics. The British Contribution to the Europe of the Twenty-First Century The Cliﬀord Chance Lectures Bloomsbury Publishing "Europe" is one of the deﬁning issues of our times. Politically, economically, legally, culturally, it is a source of division to some and inspiration for others. This
book contains essays written by eminent authors to celebrate the Centenary of the British Academy, the country's leading academic institution for Social Sciences and the Humanities. Their central theme is "Britain's Contribution to the Europe of the Twenty-First Century" and it is approached in an interdisciplinary way from the diﬀerent angles of law, politics, economics and the humanities. Contributors: Guido Alpa; Stephen Bann FBA; Vernon Bogdanor CBE, FRSA, FBA; Keith Clark, BCL; Kenneth Dyson FBA, FRHS; David Edward CMG, FRSE; Sir John Elliott, FBA, AAAS; Laurent Fabius; The Rt. Hon. Frank
Field MP; Sir Roy Goode QC, CBE, FBA; The Rt. Hon. The Lord Hurd of Westwell, CH, CBE; Giorgio La Malfa; Noelle Lenoir; Nicholas Mann CBE; Basil Markesinis QC, DCL, FBA; Baroness O'Neill of Bengarve, DBE, FBA; The Rt. Hon. The Lord Woolf of Barnes. Europe Since 1980 Cambridge University Press
"This important book is contemporary history as it should be written. Against a triple background of central European, communist-era and US experience, Ivan Berend displays and critically analyses the situation and prospects of Europe, especially since the integration of the ex-communist states. He
does so with his unique combination of information, lucidity, realism and sweeping historical perspective. One cannot fail to learn from, and sometimes to be surprised by, this coolly comparative diagnosis of Europe's problems." Eric Hobsbawm, Birkbcck College, University of London "Few historians
have such an excellent grasp as Ivan T. Berend of Europe's most recent economic, social and political history. This is a major and easily accessible contribution to our understanding of Europe's transition from a divided to an integrated, albeit still fragmented continent." Wolfram Kaiser, University of
Portsmouth "A book like this, which surveys the most recent thirty years of European history, is long overdue. Berend is cautiously optimistic about the future of eastern Europe; guarded about the prospect of progress toward a federal union - though supportive of the eﬀort; acutely aware that, in a
coming age likely to be increasingly shaped by India and China, Europe's world power will wane; and, ﬁnally, conﬁdent that, as in the past, Europe will manage to cope with the big challenges that loom ahead." John Gillingham, University of Missouri, St. Louis The British Constitution Oxford University
Press, USA In the latter part of the nineteenth century Walter Bagehot wrote a classic account of the British constitution as it had developed during Queen Victoria's reign. He argued that the late Victorian constitution was not at all what people thought it was. Anthony King argues that the same is true
at the beginning of this century. Most people are aware that a series of major constitutional changes has taken place, but few recognize that their cumulative eﬀect has been to change entirely the nature of Britain's constitutional structure. The old constitution has gone. The author insists that the new
constitution is a mess, but one that we should probably try to make the best of. The British Constitution is neither a reference book nor a textbook. Like Bagehot's classic, it is written with wit and mordant humour - by someone who is a journalist and political commentator as well as a distinguished
academic. The author maintains that, although the new British constitution is a mess, there is no going back now. 'As always', he says, 'nostalgia is a good companion but a bad guide.' Highly charged issues that remain to be settled concern the relations between Scotland and England and the future of
the House of Lords. A reformed House of Lords, the author fears, could wind up comprising 'a miscellaneous assemblage of party hacks, political careerists, clapped-out retired or defeated MPs, has-beens, never-were's and never-could-possibly-be's'. The book is a Bagehot for the twenty-ﬁrst century the product of a lifetime's reﬂection on British politics and essential reading for anyone interested in how the British system has changed and how it is likely to change in future International Policy Manchester University Press Part of The Labour Governments 1964-70 series, this text concentrates on
Britain's international policy during Harold Wilson's Labour governments in the 1960s. The coverage ranges from defence policy and the government machine to European integration, NATO and the Vietnam War. Harold Wilson and his ministers have often been accused of betraying the sense of promise
that greeted their victory in 1964. Using recently released archival evidence, Young argues that a more balanced view of the goverment should recognize the real diﬃculties that surrounded decision-making, not only on Vietnam, but also on Aden, the Nigerian Civil War and Rhodesia. tensions and the
need to placate allies all placed limits on what a once-great but clearly declining power could achieve. Fruthermore, the government proved of pivotal importance in the history of Britain's international role, in that it presided over a major shift of focus from positions east of Suez to European concerns, a
focus that has remained until the present day. international relations during this exciting period. Together with the other books in the series, on domestic and economic policy, it provides a complete picture of the development of Britain under the premiership of Harold Wilson. Britain and Europe
Since 1945 Historiographical Perspectives on Integration Manchester University Press This important book oﬀers a refreshing and challenging perspective on the nature of history by analyzing the character, role, functioning and wider uses of historiography. Taking British policies toward
European integration since the Second World War as a case study, the author demonstrates how its interpretation and reportage over time is subject to changing trends. Seeking to explain these trends in terms of the diﬀerent conceptions of the past which are maintained by diﬀerent schools of writing,
it forces us to confront the fundamental diﬃculties we encounter in undertaking studies in history. It draws attention to the impact on historical interpretation of changing times, political discourse, the opening of archives, and of subjects being brought to the fore by professional historians. Journey to
Tranquility The long competitive struggle to reach the moon. Rethinking Britain and Europe Plurality Elections, Party Management and British Policy on European Integration Manchester University Press Rethinking Britain and Europe re-examines British policy toward the European Union.
It develops the concept of "party management," where party leaders must achieve a balance between pro and anti-integrationists in their own party. Low majority governments need to balance between these veto players so that policy is cautious and hesitant. The book reviews major episodes from the
Referendum on membership of the EEC in 1975, and amasses a wealth of primary data on economic and social activity with fellow EU members as well as the views of interest groups. It presents the results of more than a dozen interviews with former Cabinet ministers, aides, and other key players. It
also considers how change to a proportional representation electoral system might alter British preferences on Europe and claims that the need to create a balance between pro and anti-integrationists raises the democratic legitimacy of British preferences. Personal Diplomacy in the EU Political
Leadership and Critical Junctures of European Integration Taylor & Francis At a time when the economic troubles and bailouts of Greece and other European economies are casting signiﬁcant doubt on the future viability of the Eurozone and the EU, it is crucial to examine the origins of the
political will and leadership that is necessary to move the integration process forward. This book makes a signiﬁcant conceptual and empirical contribution by elucidating the extent to which the integration process hinges not on institutions and norms, but on the relations among leaders. Vogt conducts
a comparative diplomatic history of three critical junctures in the process of European integration: the creation of the Common Market (1955–1957), British accession (1969–1973), and the introduction of the Euro (1989–1993). He illustrates how personal diplomacy, leadership constellations, and the
dynamics among leaders enable breakthroughs or inhibit accords. He also reveals how the EU’s system of top-level decision-making that privileges institutionalised summitry has operated in the past and suggests – in a separate chapter – why it has come to atrophy and prove more dysfunctional of late.
The Labour Party A Centenary History Springer On 27 February 1900, the Labour Representation Committee was formed to campaign for the election of working class representatives to parliament. One hundred years on Labour is in government with an overwhelming majority. This book is a unique
opportunity both to celebrate and assess critically the Labour Party's role in shaping events of the twentieth century. It brings together academics from a variety of disciplines to examine the history of the Party's development. Each chapter includes contributions in the form of commentary and analysis
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from former Labour leaders, cabinet ministers and backbench MPs. Contributors include: Michael Foot, Denis Healey, David Owen, Keith Laybourn, Robert Taylor, Steve Ludlam, Nick Ellison, Clare Short and Austin Mitchell, among others. Continental Drift Cambridge University Press In the aftermath of
the Second World War, Churchill sought to lead Europe into an integrated union, but just over seventy years later, Britain is poised to vote on leaving the EU. Benjamin Grob-Fitzgibbon here recounts the fascinating history of Britain's uneasy relationship with the European continent since the end of the
war. He shows how British views of the United Kingdom's place within Europe cannot be understood outside of the context of decolonization, the Cold War, and the Anglo-American relationship. At the end of the Second World War, Britons viewed themselves both as the leaders of a great empire and as
the natural centre of Europe. With the decline of the British Empire and the formation of the European Economic Community, however, Britons developed a Euroscepticism that was inseparable from a post-imperial nostalgia. Britain had evolved from an island of imperial Europeans to one of postimperial Eurosceptics. Britain and European Integration Since 1945 On the Sidelines Routledge This book provides both a comprehensive introduction and a perceptive examination of Britain’s relations with the European Community and the European Union since 1945, combining an historical
account with political analysis to illustrate the changing and multifaceted nature of British and European politics. Few issues in British politics since 1945 have generated such heated controversy as Britain’s approach to the process of European integration associated with the European Union. The longrunning debate on the subject has not only played a major part in the downfall of prime ministers and other leading political ﬁgures but has also exposed major fault-lines within governments and caused deep and rancorous divisions within and between the major political parties. This highly contested
issue has given rise to bitter campaigning in the press and between pressure groups, and it has bemused, confused and divided the public at large. Key questions addressed include: Why has Europe had such an explosive impact on British politics? What impelled British policymakers to join the
European Community and to undertake one of the radical, if not the most radical, changes in modern British history? What have been the perceived advantages and disadvantages of British membership of the European Union? Why has British membership of the European Union rarely attracted a
national consensus? Engaging with both academic and public debates about Britain and the European Union, this volume is essential reading for all students of British history, British politics, and European politics. Religion and the Struggle for European Union Confessional Culture and the
Limits of Integration Georgetown University Press Nelsen and Guth contend that religion, or "confessional culture," plays a powerful role in shaping European ideas about politics, attitudes toward European integration, and national and continental identities in its leaders and citizens. Catholicism has
for centuries promoted the unity of Christendom, while Protestantism has valued particularity and feared Catholic dominance. These confessional cultures, the authors argue, have resulted in two very diﬀerent visions of Europe that have deeply inﬂuenced the process of postwar integration. Catholics
have seen Europe as a single cultural entity that is best governed by a single polity; Protestants have never felt part of continental culture and have valued national borders as protectors of liberties historically threatened by Catholic powers. Catholics have pressed for a politically united Europe;
Protestants have resisted sacriﬁcing sovereignty to federal institutions, favoring pragmatic cooperation. Despite growing secularization of the continent, not to mention the impact of Islam, confessional culture still exerts enormous inﬂuence. And, the authors conclude, European elites must recognize
the enduring signiﬁcance of this Catholic-Protestant cultural divide as the EU attempts to solve its social andeconomic and political crises. This Sovereign Isle Britain In and Out of Europe Penguin UK THE TOP TEN SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER Geography comes before history. Islands cannot have
the same history as continental plains. The United Kingdom is a European country, but not the same kind of European country as Germany, Poland or Hungary. For most of the 150 centuries during which Britain has been inhabited it has been on the edge, culturally and literally, of mainland Europe. In
this succinct book, Tombs shows that the decision to leave the EU is historically explicable - though not made historically inevitable - by Britain's very diﬀerent historical experience, especially in the twentieth century, and because of our more extensive and deeper ties outside Europe. He challenges the
orthodox view that Brexit was due solely to British or English exceptionalism: in choosing to leave the EU, the British, he argues, were in many ways voting as typical Europeans. Foreign Policy in Comparative Perspective Domestic and International Inﬂuences on State Behavior CQ Press
Widely regarded as the most comprehensive comparative foreign policy text, Foreign Policy in Comparative Perspective has been completely updated in this much-anticipated second edition. Exploring the foreign policies of thirteen nations—both major and emerging players, and representing all
regions of the world—chapter authors link the study of international relations to domestic politics, while treating each nation according to individual histories and contemporary dilemmas. The book's accessible theoretical framework is designed to enable comparative analysis, helping students discern
patterns to understand why a state acts as it does in foreign aﬀairs. Britain and Norway in Europe Since 1945 Outsiders Springer Nature This book examines Britain and Norway in Europe from 1945 through to the former's departure from the European Union in 2020. It compares their European
relations and investigates their bilateral relationship within the contexts of security, trade and, above all, European integration. Britain and Norway are outsiders in Europe, and they have both been sceptical of the continental federalist approach to European integration. The question of membership
itself has been highly controversial in both countries: the public has been divided on the issue; it has plagued political parties and governments; and prime ministers have resigned over European issues. This book explores why these countries have struggled so deeply with the idea of Europe since 1945,
and looks ahead to how the relationship between Britain and Norway might develop after Brexit. The Passage to Europe How a Continent Became a Union Yale University Press Provides the untold story of the crises and compromises that lead to the formation of the European Union. Britain,
Germany and the Future of the European Union Springer Schweiger outlines the changes in British and German European policies which have been characteristic of a process of normalization in both countries. Schweiger examines possible areas for cooperation between Britain and Germany on
major European issues and the signiﬁcance that such a working partnership could have within the enlarged EU. British national identity and opposition to membership of Europe, 1961–63 The anti-Marketeers Manchester University Press This book provides a comprehensive analysis of the
opponents of Britain’s ﬁrst attempt to join the European Economic Community (EEC), between the announcement of Harold Macmillan’s new policy initiative in July 1961 and General de Gaulle’s veto of Britain’s application for membership in January 1963. In particular, this study examines the role of
national identity in shaping both the formulation and articulation of arguments put forward by these opponents of Britain’s policy. To date, studies of Britain’s unsuccessful bid for entry have focused on high political analysis of diplomacy and policy formulation. In most accounts, only passing reference
is made to domestic opposition. This book redresses the balance by providing a more complete depiction of the opposition movement and a distinctive approach that proceeds from a ‘low political’ viewpoint. As such, the book emphasises protest and populism of the kind exercised by, among others,
Fleet Street crusaders at the Daily Express, pressure groups such as the Anti-Common Market League and Forward Britain Movement, expert pundits like A. J. P. Taylor, Sir Arthur Bryant and William Pickles, as well as constituency activists, independent parliamentary candidates, pamphleteers, letter
writers and maverick MPs. In its consideration of a group largely overlooked in previous accounts, the book provides essential insights into the intellectual, structural, populist and nationalist dimensions of early Euroscepticism. The book will be of signiﬁcant interest to both scholars and students of
national identity, Britain’s relationship with Europe and the Commonwealth, pressure groups and party politics, and the trajectory of the Eurosceptic phenomenon. Britain, The Commonwealth and Europe The Commonwealth and Britain's Applications to Join the European Communities
Springer Britain's loss of its empire and its 'turn' to Europe are the two most striking features of its foreign policy in the thirty years after 1945. The contributors to this book examine the connection between the two processes. Utilizing a range of sources, the authors challenge conventional
interpretations of the connection, and in doing so raise important questions about the nature, motivation, and eﬀects of British policy. Britain's Policy Towards the European Community Harold Wilson and Britain's World Role, 1964-1967 Psychology Press This book examines the development
of Harold Wilson's ambiguous policy towards the European Community within the context of Britain's shift from a global to a regional power. Harold Wilson and European Integration Britain's Second Application to Join the EEC Routledge Harold Wilson's direction of the second British
application to join the EEC us ripe for reinterpretation. With new and exciting material now available in the Public Record Oﬃce and abroad, this is an extremely propitious moment to reconsider Wilson's motivations, and to contextualise them in light of evidence on foreign policy-making contained in the
oﬃcial record. Threatening Europe Britain and the Creation of the European Community, 1955–58 Springer This book is the ﬁrst to concentrate on the British attempt to place the EEC within a larger Free Trade Area. It is also the ﬁrst to use recently released records to examine the Foreign
Oﬃce's Grand Design for political co-operation in Europe. Its main focus is Anglo-European diplomacy, yet it deals with wider international relations and the Cold War. The book therefore extends the debate by presenting a full historical analysis of Britain's response to the creation of the European
Community. Britain and the European Union Bloomsbury Publishing Britain's relationship with the EU has always been riddled with doubt, scepticism and awkwardness. This much-needed new book examines why, how and with what eﬀect the EU has become such a contentious issue in UK politics. It
places the debate in historical context by starting with an overview of debates about membership in the 1950s and 1960s and then goes on to examine the impact of Britain's membership since 1973 across core policy areas, including economic and monetary union, agriculture, and foreign and security
policy. Andrew Geddes outlines major changes in the scope of the European project and assesses how central, devolved and local governments have responded to the EU. The book also assesses the EU's impact on domestic policies, assessing debates within and between the main parties and charting
the rise of Euroscepticism as a key trend in contemporary British politics. Engagingly written, this text provides a comprehensive and up-to-date analysis both of the EU's impact on Britain and of Britain's contribution to the EU. Exploring British Politics Routledge Concise, comprehensive and
accessible, Exploring British Politics presents an insightful approach to British politics with a special emphasis on developments since the 2010 general election and the formation of Britain’s ﬁrst coalition government since 1945.Designed to stimulate critical analysis and provoke lively debate, it
provides new perspectives on two key themes – the health of British democracy and the transition from traditional models of government to more ﬂexible forms of ‘governance’. Britain, Europe and National Identity Self and Other in International Relations Springer This study patterns national
identity over a number of important historical milestones and brings the debates over Europe up-to-date with an analysis of recent happenings including the referendum on Scottish independence, the global economic crisis and the current crisis in Syria. Helmut Schmidt and British-German
Relations Cambridge University Press The young Helmut Schmidt and British-German relations, 1945-74 -- Harold Wilson, 1974-76 -- James Callaghan, 1976-79 -- Margaret Thatcher, 1979-82. Yes to Europe! The 1975 Referendum and Seventies Britain Cambridge University Press On 5 June 1975,
voters went to the polls in Britain's ﬁrst national referendum to decide whether the UK should remain in the European Community. As in 2016, the campaign shattered old political allegiances and triggered a far-reaching debate on Britain's place in the world. The campaign to stay in stretched from the
Conservative Party - under its new leader, Margaret Thatcher - to the Labour government, the farming unions and the Confederation of British Industry. Those ﬁghting to 'Get Britain Out' ranged from Enoch Powell and Tony Benn to Scottish and Welsh nationalists. Footballers, actors and celebrities joined
the campaign trail, as did clergymen, students, women's groups and paramilitaries. In a panoramic survey of 1970s Britain, this volume oﬀers the ﬁrst modern history of the referendum, asking why voters said 'Yes to Europe' and why the result did not, as some hoped, bring the European debate in
Britain to a close. The European Union: A Citizen's Guide Penguin UK The essential Pelican introduction to the European Union - its history, its politics, and its role today For most of us today, 'Europe' refers to the European Union. At the centre of a seemingly never-ending crisis, the EU remains a
black box, closed to public understanding. Is it a state? An empire? Is Europe ruled by Germany or by European bureaucrats? Does a single European economy exist after all these years of economic integration? And should the EU have been awarded the Nobel peace prize in 2012? Critics tell us the EU
undermines democracy. Are they right? In this provocative volume, political scientist Chris Bickerton provides an answer to all these key questions and more at a time when understanding what the EU is and what it does is more important than ever before. Britain and the European Union Taylor &
Francis This engaging and concise text oﬀers the student and the general reader a compact, readable treatment of British membership of the European Union from 1973 to the present day. It provides a highly distilled and accessible analysis and overview of some of the parameters and recurring
features of Britain’s membership of the European Union, touching on all of the major facets of membership. Key features: examines the constant and changing character of British membership of the European Union (EU) discusses the problematical and often paradoxical features of membership
familiarizes the reader with both academic and public debates about the subject oﬀers thematic treatment of all aspects of policy and attitudes towards the EU provides an overview of the main landmarks in the history of the EU since 1973 presents the most comprehensive and up-to-date text on the
course and result of the EU referendum campaign. This book will be of key interest to scholars, students and the generally interested reader in the areas of European Studies, British Politics, EU Studies, Area Studies and International Relations. Britain, France and Europe, 1945-1975 The Elusive
Alliance Bloomsbury Publishing Britain, France and Europe, 1945-1975 takes a fresh look at the international trajectories of Europe's premier democracies. The side-lining of Britain and France in the Cold War era, argues Adamthwaite, was preventable. A Franco-British Europe came within a whisker of
realization. Condemning President Charles de Gaulle as an intransigent gatekeeper created a convenient alibi for self-inﬂicted missteps. UK bids for European Community membership ignored the elephant in the room - the need for partnership in a superpower age. A marriage powering the Community
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could have repositioned Western Europe as partner, not client of the United States. Although perceived as a failing power, France outperformed Britain - seizing the initiative in European construction, and winning primacy in western Europe. As well as exploring sharply contrasting national experiences
in the aftermath of war, the author analyses the reasons for French success. The analysis evaluates key inﬂuences: the mental maps of decision makers; leadership styles; the post-1945 international system; policy making machinery; the 'democratic deﬁcit' in British and French politics; and public
opinion. Drawing on American, British and French oﬃcial records, together with private papers and interviews, this enlightening study highlights the importance of contingency and individual actors, and will be of great interest to scholars of modern European history. British Power and International
Relations During the 1950s A Tenable Position? Rowman & Littleﬁeld This is an integrated international history that pays special attention to Britain's role and status. It contributes to the ongoing debate about Britain's 'decline' as a great power, and suggests that despite some retreats and
compromises, Britain managed successfully to maintain its inﬂuence and defend essential national interests. British Business in the Formative Years of European Integration, 1945–1973 Cambridge University Press This book questions conventional accounts of the history of European
integration and British business. Integration accounts normally focus on the nation-state, while Neil Rollings focuses on business and its role in the development of European integration, which business historians have previously overlooked. Business provided a key link between economic integration,
political integration, and the process of Europeanization. British businessmen perceived early on that European integration meant much more than the removal of tariﬀs and access to new markets. Indeed, British entry into the European community would alter the whole landscape of the European
working environment. Consideration of European integration is revealed as a complex, relative, and dynamic issue, covering many issues such as competition policy, taxation, and company law. Based on extensive archival research, this book uses the case of business to emphasize the need to blend
national histories with the history of European integration. Britain and the Puzzle of European Union Routledge This book is a study of the complex relationship between Britain and Europe from the Second World War to the present day. Drawing on ﬁrst-hand experience of British and European
politics, the author highlights not only the dramatically shifting power play between London and Brussels but also the EU’s own struggle to come to terms with its federal mission. He traces the important constitutional events that have fashioned the EU, of which the Brexit process is an outstanding
example. The author proposes a number of constitutional reforms which, if carried through, would form the basis of a new entente between the EU and the UK. Both polities will proﬁt from stronger democratic government of a federal type. The author advocates spanning the divide between NATO and
the EU. He proposes installing a new class of aﬃliate EU membership, which may be useful for the whole European neighbourhood, including the UK. Featuring the history, present and future of Britain’s relationship with the European Union, the book will be of worldwide interest to students and
practitioners of European integration, as well as diplomats and journalists. It is the ﬁrst comprehensive manifesto for the future of Europe and Britain since Brexit. The Foreign Oﬃce and British Diplomacy in the Twentieth Century Routledge This book examines the evolution of the Foreign Oﬃce
in the 20th century and the way in which it has responded to Britain's changing role in international aﬀairs. The last century was one of unprecedented change in the way foreign policy and diplomacy were conducted. The work of 'The Oﬃce' expanded enormously in the 20th century, and oversaw the
transition from Empire to Commonwealth, with the merger of the Foreign and Colonial Oﬃces taking place in the 1960s. The book focuses on the challenges posed by waging world war and the process of peacemaking, as well as the diplomatic gridlock of the Cold War. Contributions also discusses ways
in which the Foreign and Commonwealth Oﬃce continues to modernise to meet the challenges of diplomacy in the 21st century. This book was previously published as a special issue of the journal Contemporary British History. Reluctant Europeans Britain and European Integration 1945-1998
Routledge During the past ﬁfty years few issues in British politics have generated such heated controversy as Britain's approach to European integration. Why has Europe had such an explosive impact on British politics? What impelled British policymakers to embrace a European destiny and why did
they take such a cautious approach? These are some of the key issues addressed inThe Reluctant Europeans. This new study draws upon recently available source material providing a clear chronological account and covering events right up to Blair's ﬁrst year in oﬃce and the launch of the Euro. The
UK’s Relationship with Europe Struggling over Sovereignty Springer This book provides an accessible and timely analysis of how the British discourse on Europe has evolved over the past forty years. It focuses on three key episodes: the 1975 referendum on the UK’s continued membership of the
European Economic Community; the 1992-3 debates on ratiﬁcation of the Maastricht Treaty; and the more recent proto-referendum debates sparked by David Cameron’s Bloomberg speech in January 2013. Using a discourse-analytical approach, the book analyses how political and media voices seek to
delineate a British sense of self from a Continental other. Importantly, the book also pays close attention to the rising prominence of immigration issues within the British discourse on Europe.
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